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Abstract
Let S and R be the rings of regular functions on affine algebraic varieties over a field of
characteristic 0, R be embedded as a subring in S, and F :S → S be an endomorphism such that
F(R)⊂ R. Suppose that every ideal of height 1 in R generates a proper ideal in S, and the spectrum
of R has no self-intersection points. We show that if F is an automorphism so is F |R :R→ R. When
R and S have the same transcendence degree then the fact that F |R is an automorphisms implies that
F is an automorphism.
 2003 Elsevier Science (USA). All rights reserved.
1. Introduction
In [CZ] E. Connell and J. Zweibel proved the following fact. Let k be a field of
characteristic 0, S and R be isomorphic to k[x1, . . . , xn], R be a subring of S, and
F :S → S be an endomorphism for which F(R) ⊂ R. Then F is an automorphism iff
F |R :R → R is an automorphism. We shall study the question when an analogue of this
theorem holds for a wider class of rings. If one suppose that S and R ⊂ S are the rings
of regular functions on affine algebraic varieties (over k) then the similar theorem is not
valid without an extra assumption. Put S = k[x, x−1, y] and R = k[x, y]. Consider the
automorphism of S that sends x, x−1, y to x, x−1, xy , respectively. Then its restriction to
R is not an automorphism though the image of R is contained in R. This counterexample
is based on the fact that x is a unit in S but not in R. Meanwhile it is easy to check that
under the assumption of the Connell–Zweibel theorem every element of the subring which
is invertible in the ambient ring must be automatically invertible in the subring. It turns out
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that this property is crucial in the case when R is a UFD. In a more general setting, we
prove
Theorem A. Let S and R be affine domains over a field k of characteristic 0, R be
embedded as a subring in S, and F :S→ S be an endomorphism for which F(R)⊂R.
(i) Let R be the ring of regular functions on an affine algebraic variety without self-
intersection points2 ( for instance, R is integrally closed) and every ideal of height 1
in R generates a proper ideal in S. Then if F is an automorphism, so is F |R :R→ R.
(ii) Let S and R have the same transcendence degree. Then if F |R is an automorphism, so
is F .
Using the “Lefschetz principle” [W] one can reduce the problem to the case when
k = C. Furthermore, we prefer to work with a geometrical reformulation of this theorem.
More precisely, Theorem A is a consequence of
Theorem B. Let X and Y be irreducible complex affine algebraic varieties. Suppose that
ρ :X → Y , f :X → X, and g :Y → Y are morphisms such that ρ is dominant and the
following diagram is commutative:
X
f
ρ
X
ρ
Y
g
Y.
(1)
(i) Suppose that Y has no self-intersection points, f is an automorphism, and g is
not. Then there exists a closed hypersurface D ⊂ Y such that codimY g(D)  2 and
ρ−1(D)= ∅.
(ii) Let dimY = dimX. Then if g is an automorphism so is f .
Besides the Zariski Main Theorem [H, Chapter 5, Theorem 5.2], our other main tool
follows from a remarkable theorem of Ax [A] (later rediscovered by Kawamata [I]).
Theorem. Let Z be a complex algebraic variety and let h :Z → Z be an injective
morphism. Then h is an automorphism.
The idea of the proof is the following. Using the Zariski and Ax theorems we prove
that if g (respectively f ) is not an automorphism under the assumption of Theorem B(i)
(respectively B(ii)) then there exists a divisor D ⊂ Y (respectively E ⊂ X) such that
codimY gs(D)  2 and gs(D) ⊂D (respectively codimX f s(E) 2 and f s(E)⊂ E) for
2 The absence of self-intersection points is essential. Indeed, in the example above we can replace R by its
subring which consists of polynomials in k[x,y] taking the same values at points (0,0) and (1,1). This gives
a counterexample to Theorem A in the presence of self-intersection points.
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some s > 0. The next argument is especially simple in the smooth equidimensional case:
we show that the zero multiplicity of the Jacobians of gs ◦ ρ and ρ ◦ f s are different at
x ∈ ρ−1(D) (respectively x ∈E). In the non-smooth case we show that the dimensions of
the images of a k-jet space at x under gs ◦ ρ and ρ ◦ f s are different.
It is our pleasure to thank M. Miyanishi for drawing our attention to the paper of Ax.
2. The existence of the exceptional divisor
2.1. Replacing X and Y in diagram (1) with their normalizations X0 and Y 0 (which are
also affine) we get a commutative diagram
X0
f 0
ρ0
X0
ρ0
Y 0
g0
Y 0.
As Y has no self-intersection points, the normalization Y 0 → Y is a homeomorphism.
Hence, for any divisor D ⊂ Y and its proper transform D0 ⊂ Y 0, we have (ρ0)−1(D0) = ∅
iff ρ−1(D) = ∅. Hence it is not difficult to prove the following.
Lemma. Theorem B is true if it is true under the additional assumption that X and Y are
normal.
2.2. Lemma. Let X and Y be as in diagram (1). Then
(a) if f is birational so is g,
(b) if dimX= dimY and g is birational then f is birational.
Proof. Consider (a). It follows from the semi-continuity theorem [H, Chapter 3, Theo-
rem 12.8] that the number of connected components in ρ−1(y) is an upper semi-continuous
function on Y , i.e. this number is the same for general points of Y . Denote it by n. Note
that g is dominant since otherwise f is not dominant. Let k be the number of components
in the preimage of a general point y of Y under g. There are n components in (ρ ◦f )−1(y)
and kn components in (g ◦ρ)−1(y). By commutativity of diagram (1) we have k = 1. Thus
g is birational. The proof of (b) is similar. ✷
Corollary. Under the assumption of Theorem B f is birational iff g is birational.
2.3. By [H, Chapter 3, Theorem 12.8] X1 = {x ∈X | dimρ−1(ρ(x)) > dimX− dimY }
is a closed subvariety of X. Let X0 = X \ X1, Y 0 be the largest Zariski open subset of
ρ(X0), and X0 be the largest Zariski open subset of X such that ρ|X0 is quasi-finite.
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Lemma. (1) Under the assumption of Theorem B(i) the restriction of g to Y 0 is an
automorphism provided that Y is normal.
(2) Under the assumption of Theorem B(ii) the restriction of f to X0 is an
automorphism provided that X is normal.
Proof. The commutativity of diagram (1) implies that f (X1)⊂ X1 in the first statement.
By the Ax theorem, the restriction of f to X1 is an automorphism of X1, whence we have
the similar fact for X0. The commutativity of diagram (1) implies that the restriction of
g to ρ(X0) is a quasi-finite morphism onto ρ(X0), whence (1) follows from the Zariski
Main theorem. In (2) let E ⊂ X be the set of points where f is not étale. By the Zariski
Main Theorem, any x ∈ E is not a connected component of f−1(f (x)), and by the
commutativity of diagram (1) f−1(f (x)) is contained in ρ−1(ρ(x)). Thus X0 ⊂X \E. As
ρ = g ◦ ρ ◦ f−1, for x ∈X0 we have f (x) ∈X0, i.e. X0 ⊂X0, whence by the Ax theorem
f |X0 :X0 →X0 is an automorphism. ✷
2.4. Proposition. Let g :Y → Y be a birational endomorphism of a normal affine algebraic
variety which is not an automorphism, but for a Zariski open subset Y 0 of Y the restriction
of g to Y 0 is an automorphism. Then there exists an exceptional divisor D with respect
to g (i.e. codimY g(D)  2). Furthermore, replacing g with gm for some m > 0 one can
suppose that g(D)⊂D.
Proof. Let D′ = Y \ Y 0. Denote by D′0 the Zariski open subset of D′ that consists of
points such that the restriction of g to a neighborhood of any of these points is a quasi-finite
morphism. For every y ∈D′ its image g(y) cannot belong to Y 0 (that is, g(D′)⊂D′) since
otherwise g(y1)= g(y) for some y1 ∈ Y 0; whence the preimage of g(y) is not connected
contrary to the Zariski Main theorem. The same theorem implies that the restriction of g
to Y 0 ∪D′0 is an embedding. Suppose that C is an irreducible component of D′ which is a
hypersurface and which meets D′0 (i.e. D′0 ∩C is dense in C), and let D1 be the union of
such hypersurfaces. Then the closure of g(C) is also a hypersurface which is an irreducible
component of D′. Assume that this component is not contained in D1. Denote by D′′0 the
subset of D′ that consists of points such that the restriction of g2 to a neighborhood of
any of these points is a quasi-finite morphism. Note that under this assumption C does not
meet D′′0 . Thus replacing, if necessary, g with gm for some natural m we can suppose that
g(D1)⊂D1. In particular, D1 \g(D1 ∩D′0) is of codimension at least 2 in Y . Assume that
D′ does not contain an exceptional divisor with respect to g. Then the codimension of the
complement to g(Y 0 ∪ D′0) in Y is at least 2. Since g−1 is well-defined on g(Y 0 ∪ D′0)
it can be extended to Y by the theorem about deleting singularities for normal algebraic
varieties in codimension 2 [D, Chapter 7.1]. This contradicts the assumption that g is not
an automorphism, whence there exists an exceptional divisor D with respect to g which is,
of course, contained in D′.
For the second statement note that for every y ∈ D its image y1 = g(y) must belong
to an irreducible component of D′ which is a hypersurface since otherwise g−1 can be
extended to y1 by the theorem about deleting singularities in codimension 2. Suppose
that C and D1 are as above. In particular, the closure of g(D1) is D1, and g(C ∩ D′0)
is dense in g(C). Let C0 be the complement in the closure of g(C) to the union of the
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other components of D′ that are hypersurfaces. Note that g−1(C0) is contained in D′0 by
the theorem about deleting singularities. Furthermore, applying this theorem again we see
that g−1(D1 \D) is also contained in D′0, i.e. y1 cannot belong to D1 \D. Thus y1 ∈D
and g(D)⊂D. ✷
Corollary. If g (respectively f ) is not an automorphism under the assumption of
Theorem B(i) (respectively B(ii)) then there exists an exceptional divisor D with respect
to g (respectively E with respect to f ). Furthermore, one can suppose that g(D) ⊂ D
(respectively f (E)⊂E).
2.5. We can already prove Theorem B in the case of smooth varieties X and Y (for
simplicity we shall consider the case when X and Y are of the same dimension). Consider
a holomorphic mapping h :V → U of equidimensional complex manifolds V and U and
the Jacobian of this mapping in local coordinate systems at v ∈ V and u = h(v), i.e. the
determinant of the Jacobi matrix. The Jacobian itself depends on the choice of these local
coordinate systems but the order of its zeros at v does not. We denote this order by Jdh(v).
The following the two properties of Jdh are simple.
(α) Jdh(v) > 0 iff h is not a local embedding in a neighborhood of v;
(β) if e :U →W is another holomorphic mapping of equidimensional complex manifolds
then Jde◦h  Jdh(v) + Jde(u), and the equality holds in the case when either h is a
local embedding at v or e is a local embedding at u.
Let the assumption of Theorem B(i) hold and D be as in Corollary 2.4. Assume that
ρ−1(D) = ∅, x ∈ ρ−1(D), x ′ = f (x), and y = ρ(x). Since ρ ◦ f = g ◦ ρ and f is an
automorphism, we have by (β) Jdρ◦f (x) = Jdρ(x ′) = Jdρ(x) + Jdg(y). Since g is not a
local embedding at y we see that Jdg(y) > 0. Furthermore, since g(D) ⊂ D, replacing g
(respectively f ) by gm (respectively f m) we can make Jdg(y) 0. One the other hand,
Jdρ(x ′) is bounded as Jdρ is bounded on X. This contradiction concludes the proof of
Theorem B(i) in the smooth case. The proof of Theorem B(ii) in the smooth case is similar.
3. Jets on manifolds
3.1. In order to deal with the general case, we need to consider the variety of k-jets
J k(M) from the germ (C,0) of the complex line at the origin into a complex manifold
M . The following notation and simple facts will be used. For k  l we denote by
τ
k,l
M :J
k(M)→ J l(M) the natural projection. The map τ k,0M :J k(M)→ J 0(M)  M is
a Cs -fibration where s = k dimM . This fibration admits a natural C∗-action generated
by the C∗-action on (C,0). The restriction of this action to any fiber generates an
embedding of this fiber into a weighted projective space. Hence we can extend τ k,0M to
a proper holomorphic fibration τ¯ k,0M : J¯ k(M) → M whose fibers are isomorphic to this
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weighted projective space. For every subset Z of J l(M) we denote by J kZ(M) the set
{j ∈ J k(M) | τ k,lM (j) ∈ Z}. Note that if Z is a variety then
dimJ kZ(M)= dimZ+ (k − l)dimM. (2)
Any holomorphic map of complex manifolds ϕ :M → N generates a holomorphic map
ϕ(k) :J k(M) → J k(N) such that τ k,lN ◦ ϕ(k) = ϕ(l) ◦ τ k,lM . In particular, if Z ⊂ J l(M),
Zk ⊂ J kZ(M), W = ϕ(l)(Z), and Wk = ϕ(k)(Zk) then Wk ⊂ J kW (N). Another useful
observation is that ϕ(k) commutes naturally with the C∗-actions on J k(M) and J k(N),
whence it can be extended to a holomorphic map ϕ¯(k) : J¯ k(M)→ J¯ k(N).
3.2. Proposition. Let ϕ :M → N be a non-degenerate holomorphic map of complex
manifolds (i.e. the dimensions of N and ϕ(M) are the same). Let l  0 and Z be
an algebraic subvariety of J l(M). Then there exists r  l such that for every k  r ,
Zk = J kZ(M), and Wk = ϕ(k)(Zk) we have dimWk = dimWr + (k − r)dimN .
Proof. We can suppose that Z is irreducible and we can replace Z, if necessary, with its
dense subset (that is why we prove some facts below only for general points of Z). As
Wk ⊂ J kWr (N), irreducibility and formula (2) imply that the statement of the proposition
is equivalent to the fact that Wk is dense in J kWr (N).
Step 1. Let us show that for every l  0 it suffices to prove the statement under the
additional assumption that B = τ k,0M (Zk) = τ l,0M (Z) is a point in M . Put Zkx = {j ∈ Zk |
τ
k,0
M (j) = x} and Wkx = ϕ(k)(Zkx) for x ∈ B . As τ k,rN (Wkx ) =Wrx , it suffices to show that
for general x ∈ B we have dimWkx − dimWrx = (k− r)dimN . If the proposition is correct
under the additional assumption, r = r(x) can chosen for every x ∈B so that we have this
equality. By Baire’s category theorem there exists r for which the equality holds for every x
in a subset L⊂ B which is not contained in any proper analytic subset of B . Let W˜k be the
image of Zk in B ×Wk under the holomorphic map (τ k,0M ,ϕ(k)). Then Wkx can be viewed
as a fiber of the natural projection W˜k → B . As ϕ(k) and τ k,0M can be extended to ϕ¯(k) and
τ¯
k,0
M from Section 3.1, this projection can be extended to a proper holomorphic map into B;
whence, by semi-continuity theorem (e.g., see [BN, Theorem 2.3]) the dimensions of Wkx
and Wrx are constants on a complement U to a proper analytic subset of B . As L meets U ,
we see that dimWkx − dimWrx = (k − r)dimN for x ∈ U , which concludes the first step.
Step 2. If B = x0 one can suppose that M (respectively N ) coincides with the germ
(Cm,om) (respectively (Cn, on)) of a Euclidean space at the origin (of course, we put
x0 = om). Let (ϕ1, . . . , ϕn) be the coordinate form of a holomorphic map ϕ and let ϕi,0 the
minor homogeneous form in the Taylor decomposition of ϕi . We need
Claim. For Z0 ⊂ Jx0(M), it suffices to prove the local version of the proposition in the case
of homogeneous ϕ, i.e. ϕi = ϕi,0 for every i and the degrees of these coordinate functions
are the same number s.
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The statement of the proposition is equivalent to the fact that dimWk − k dimN
is bounded from below as k → ∞. Hence, if θ : Cn → Cn is an endomorphism, the
proposition cannot hold for map φ = θ ◦ ϕ unless it is true for ϕ. The coordinate functions
φ1, . . . , φn of φ are elements of the algebra generated by ϕ1, . . . , ϕn. These elements can
be chosen so that their minor homogeneous forms are algebraically independent [M-L].
Thus we can suppose from the beginning that ϕ1,0, . . . , ϕn,0 are algebraically independent
(i.e. morphism ψ0 = (ϕ1,0, . . . , ϕn,0) is dominant). Furthermore, replacing ϕ1, . . . , ϕn by
their powers, we suppose that each ϕi,0 has the same degree s. Let ξ = (ξ1, . . . , ξm)
be a coordinate system on Cm. Put ψi,c = c−sϕi(cξ) where c ∈ C∗, and put ψc =
(ψ1,c, . . . ,ψn,c). Clearly, ϕ(k)(J kZ(M)) and ψ
(k)
c (J
k
Z(M)) are isomorphic for c = 0, and
ψc → ψ0 as c→ 0. This yields a surjective morphism from ϕ(k)(J kZ(M)) to ψ(k)0 (J kZ(M))
which implies the statement of the claim and concludes Step 2.
Step 3. We shall use induction by l. Let l = 0. By Step 1 we can suppose that Z consists
of one constant jet j0. That is, j0(t)= x0 ∈M where t is a coordinate on (C,0). By Step 2
we can suppose that M = Cm, x0 = om, N = Cn, and ϕ : Cm → Cn is homogeneous of
degree s. If n=m then, since ϕ is dominant, it is a local analytic isomorphism at a general
point x of Cn. Hence for y = ϕ(x) the restriction of ϕk to J kx (M) is an isomorphism
between J kx (M) and J ky (N). In the case when m > n, the similar argument implies that
the restriction of ϕ(k) to J kx (M) is an epimorphism onto J ky (N) for general x ∈M . Every
j ∈ J kom(M) is of form
j (t)= tj1(t) (3)
where j1 ∈ J k−1x (M) and x ∈Cn. Put r = s and consider the Zariski open subset of J rom(M)
which consists of j0 such that j0(t)= tj01 (t) where j01 is an element of J r−1(M) for which
x = j01 (0) is a general point of Cn. Let j ∈ J kj0(M) and j1 ∈ J k−1j01 be as in (3). Note that
ϕ(k)(j)= tsϕ(k−s)(τ k−1,k−sM (j1)
)
. (4)
In particular, ϕ(r)(j0) = tsy where y = ϕ(x). As the restriction of ϕ(k−s) to J k−sx (M)
is an epimorphism onto J k−sy (N), we see that the restriction of ϕ(k) to J kj0(M) is an
epimorphism onto J k
ϕ(j0)
(N) which proves the statement for l = 0 (as j0 is a general
element of Zr = J rom(M)) and concludes Step 3.
Step 4. Assume that the proposition is proved for l − 1. That is, for every Z0 ⊂ J l−1x (M)
there exists r0  l−1 such that for Zk0 = J kZ0(M), Wk0 = ϕ(k)(Zk0), and every k  r0 the set
Wk0 is dense in J
k
W
r0
0
(N). By Step 1 we can suppose that τ l,0M (Z)= x0, whence by Step 2
M = Cm, x0 = om, N = Cn, and ϕ : Cm → Cn is homogeneous of degree s. This means
that Z = tZ0 and Zk = tZk0 . Put r = r0 + s, i.e. k− s  r0. As Zk−s0 = τ k−1,k−sM (Zk−10 ), by
(4) Wk = tsWk−s0 and the statement of the proposition is equivalent to the fact that Wk−s0
is dense in J k−s
W
r0
0
(N), which is true by the induction assumption for l − 1. ✷
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4. Jets on algebraic varieties
4.1. We need an analogue of J k(M) in the case of non-smooth algebraic varieties. In
the rest of the paper, for every algebraic variety (respectively analytic set) Y and y ∈ Y
we denote by (Y, y) the germ of Y at y in the Zariski (respectively Euclidean) topology.
Let (Y, y) ↪→ (Cn, on) be a closed embedding where on is the origin in Cn. Let t be a
coordinate on (C,0). We denote by JˆonCn the set of formal jets jˆ at on which are n-tuples
jˆ = (jˆ1, . . . , jˆn) of formal power series in t such that jˆi (0) = 0 for every i . The set of
formal jets JˆyY of Y at y will be the subset of JˆonCn such that jˆ ∈ JˆyY iff h ◦ jˆ is zero for
every regular function h from the defining ideal of (Y, y) in (Cn, on).
Definition. Let τ k : JˆonCn → J konCn be the forgetting projection. The set of k-jets of Y at
y is J ky Y := τ k(Jˆ ky Y ).
Remark. We call jˆ ∈ (τ k)−1(j) a formal extension of j ∈ J konCn. By Artin’s theorem
[P, Theorem 4.4] for j ∈ J ky Y its formal extension jˆ ∈ JˆyY can be chosen convergent.
That is, we can treat jˆ (t) as a germ of an analytic curve in Y .
4.2. Lemma. The closure of J ky Y in J konCn is an algebraic variety, it is independent(up to an isomorphism) from the choice of a coordinate t on (C,0) and from the
choice of the closed embedding (Y, y) ↪→ (Cn, on), and τ k,lY (J ky Y ) = J lyY where τ k,lY =
τ
k,l
Cn |J ky Y and l  k. Furthermore, any morphism ϕ : (Y, y)→ (Z, z) generates a morphism
ϕ(k) :J ky Y → J kz Z.
Proof. For the first statement note that JˆyY is given in JˆonCn by a countable number
of polynomial equations on the coefficients of the coordinates jˆi of formal jets jˆ =
(jˆ1, . . . , jˆn). This implies that τ kCn(JˆyY ) is the intersection of at most countable number of
constructive sets; whence the closure of J ky Y is an algebraic variety. The other statements
are immediate consequence of the definition. ✷
4.3. Consider a coordinate form (j1(t), . . . , jn(t)) of a j ∈ J konCn where t ∈ (C,0)
and each ji is a polynomial in t of degree at most k. Let the multiplicity of j be
m = min{s | ∃l: dsdt s jl(0) = 0} and the subset of jets of multiplicity m in J kon(Cn) be
J
k,m
on (Cn). Notation Jˆ monC
n, Jˆ my Y,J
k,m
y Y have the similar meaning. For any h from the
defining ideal of (Y, y) in (Cn, on), consider the minor homogeneous form h0 of its Taylor
series and treat tangent vectors in TonCn as 1-jets. Then the reduced tangent cone CyY
consists of all 1-jets j (t) such that h0 ◦ j (t)= 0 for any such h0. This implies.
Lemma. Every j ∈ J k,ky Y is of form j (t)= j1(tk) where j1 ∈CyY .
4.4. Let σ : C˜n → (Cn, on) be the blowing-up of (Cn, on) at on and E be its
exceptional divisor. Let ξ = (ξ1, . . . , ξn) be a coordinate system on (Cn, on). Then ξ˜ =
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(ξ˜1, . . . , ξ˜n) = (ξ1, ξ2/ξ1, . . . , ξn/ξ1) is a local coordinate system on C˜n. If dmdtm j1(0) = 0
then (j1, j2/j1, . . . , jn/j1) can be viewed as an n-tuple of power series so that the first
(k−m) terms of every entry are well-defined. This enables us to define for l = 0, . . . , k−m
morphism θk,m,ln :J k,mon Cn → J lEC˜n such that in this local coordinate system ξ˜ we have
θ
k,m,l
n (j)= ([j1]l, [j2/j1]l , . . . , [jn/j1]l) where for every power series a we denote by [a]l
the sum of its first l+ 1 terms. Among the last m coefficients of j1 (which is a polynomial
of degree at most k) there are at most min(m, k −m+ 1) nonzero ones. Knowing these
coefficients and θk,m,k−mn (j), one can recover j . Thus fibers of θk,m,k−mn are of dimension
min(m, k −m+ 1).
For formal jets we define the similar morphism θˆmn : Jˆ monCn → JˆEC˜n :=
⋃
y˜∈E Jˆy˜C˜n
which is given in, say, local coordinate system ξ˜ by (jˆ1, . . . , jˆn)→ (jˆ1, jˆ2/jˆ1, . . . , jˆn/jˆ1).
4.5. As usual, we consider a closed embedding (Y, y) ↪→ (Cn, on). Let Y˜ be a proper
transform of Y in C˜n, EY = E ∩ Y˜ , and σY = σ |Y˜ , i.e. σY : Y˜ → Y is the blowing-up of
(Y, y) at y . Put θk,m,lY = θk,m,ln |J k,my Y and θˆmY = θˆmn |Jˆ my Y . As EY is isomorphic to the base
of the cone CyY , Lemma 4.3 implies θk,m,0Y (J
k,m
y Y )⊂EY .
Lemma. For every y˜ ∈ EY the fiber Ey˜ = (θk,m,0Y )−1(y˜) is of dimension at most
dimJ k−m
y˜
Y˜ + min(m, k − m+ 1) and for any l = 0, . . . , k − m the image θk,m,lY (Ey˜) is
contained in J l
y˜
Y˜ .
Proof. The first statement follows from the second one for l = k − m, the fact that
θ
k,m,l
Y = τ r,lY ◦ θk,m,rY for r > l, and the remark about the dimension of θk,m,k−mn -fibers
in Section 4.4. For the second statement, put j˜ = θk,m,lY (j) where j ∈ J k,my Y . Consider a
formal extension jˆ ∈ JˆyY of j ; i.e. for every regular function h from the defining ideal
of (Y, y) in (Cn, on) we have h ◦ jˆ = 0. Note that θˆmY (jˆ ) is a formal extension of j˜ (t).
Suppose that ji and ξ˜ are as in Sections 4.3 and 4.4, and d
m
dtm j1(0) = 0. Then for every
regular function h˜ from the defining ideal of (Y˜ , y˜) there exist h as above and s > 0 so that
h(ξ˜1, ξ˜1ξ˜2, . . . , ξ˜1 ξ˜n)= ξ˜ s1 h˜(ξ˜1, . . . , ξ˜n). Hence h˜ ◦ θˆmY (jˆ )= 0 and j˜ ∈ J ly˜ Y˜ . ✷
Induction on k and Lemma 4.5 imply
Corollary. The dimension of J k,my (Y ) is at most (k −m+ 1)dimY +min(m− 1, k−m).
In particular, dimJ ky (Y ) k dimY .
4.6. Lemma. Let ϕ : (Y, y)→ (Z, z) be a morphism, j ∈ J k,my (Y ) be such that ϕ(k)(j) ∈
J
k,m
z (Z). Let σ : Y˜ → Y (respectively δ : Z˜→Z) be the blowing-up of Y at y (respectively
Z at z) and ψ : Y˜− → Z˜ be the rational map generated by ϕ. Then ψ is regular at
y˜ = θk,m,0Y (j) and sends it to z˜ = θk,m,0Z (ϕ(k)(j)). Furthermore, for Ey˜ = (θk,m,0Y )−1(y˜)
we have θk,m,lZ ◦ ϕ(k)|Ey˜ =ψ(l) ◦ θk,m,lY |Ey˜ .
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Proof. Let (Y, y) ↪→ (Cn, on) and C˜n be as in Section 4.5, i.e. Y˜ is a subvariety of C˜n.
Let (Cs, os) and C˜s play the similar role for (Z, z). Then ϕ is a restriction of a morphism
Φ : (Cn, on)→ (Cs , os) which generates a rational map Ψ : C˜n−→ C˜s such that ψ is the
restriction of Ψ . Thus we can suppose that (Y, y)= (Cn, on) and (Z, z)= (Cs , os). Let ξ
and ξ˜ be as in Section 4.4, ζ (respectively ζ˜ ) be the similar (local) coordinate system on
(Cs, os) (respectively C˜s), and (ϕ1, . . . , ϕs) be the coordinate form of ϕ in ξ and ζ . We
have also σ(ξ˜ )= (ξ˜1, ξ˜2ξ˜1, . . . , ξ˜nξ˜1) and δ(ζ˜ )= (ζ˜1, ζ˜2ζ˜1, . . . , ζ˜s ζ˜1) in these systems. Let
y˜ be the origin of ξ˜ (respectively z˜ be the origin of ζ˜ ). Then for every j = (j1, . . . , jn) ∈Ey˜
we have d
m
dtm j1(0) = 0 while d
m
dtm jr(0)= 0 for r  2 (respectively d
m
dtm (ϕ1 ◦ j)(0) = 0 while
dm
dtm (ϕr ◦ j)(0)= 0). This implies that the Taylor series of ϕ1 has a nonzero term cξ1 while
the Taylor series of ϕr does not. In particular, we can choose ζ so that ϕ1(ξ) = ξ1. Note
that (ψ1, . . . ,ψs) = (ϕ1 ◦ σ,ϕ2 ◦ σ/ϕ1 ◦ σ, . . . , ϕs ◦ σ/ϕ1 ◦ σ) is the coordinate form of
ψ = δ−1ϕσ in ξ˜ and ζ˜ . As ϕ1 ◦ σ(ξ˜ )= ξ˜1, we see that ψr is holomorphic at the origin of
ξ˜ for each r which implies the first statement. Furthermore, the remark about Taylor series
implies that the linear parts of ϕr and ψr are the same which implies the second statement
for l < m. For l m choose the coordinate t on (C,0) so that j1(t)= tm; whence
σ ◦ θk,m,ln (j)=
([j1]l , [j2/j1]l[j1]l , . . . , [jn/j1]l[j1]l)= ([j1]l′ , [j2]l′, . . . , [jn]l′)=: j ′
where [a]l is as Section 4.4 and l′ = min(k,m+ l). Hence
ψ(l) ◦ θk,m,ln (j)=
([ϕ1 ◦ j ′]l , [ϕ2 ◦ j ′/ϕ1 ◦ j ′]l, . . . , [ϕs ◦ j ′/ϕ1 ◦ j ′]l)
coincides with
θk,m,ls ◦ ϕ(k)(j)=
([ϕ1 ◦ j ]l, [ϕ2 ◦ j/ϕ1 ◦ j ]l, . . . , [ϕs ◦ j/ϕ1 ◦ j ]l). ✷
4.7. Let h :Y1 → Y2 be a morphism of algebraic varieties, y1 ∈ Y , and y2 = h(y1).
Then h generates a morphism h∗ :Cy1Y1 → Cy2Y2 of the reduced tangent cones at y1
and y2 where h∗ is just the restriction of the induced linear map of the tangent spaces
Ty1Y1 → Ty2Y2. It is known [D, Chapter 2.5.2] that if y1 is not a connected component of
h−1(y2) then the induced map of (non-reduced) tangent cones is not an embedding. We
need a similar claim for reduced tangent cones.
Lemma. Let h : (Y1, y1)→ (Y2, y2) be a morphism such that y1 = h−1(y2)∩ Z1 for some
irreducible analytic branch (Z1, y1) of (Y1, y1). Let (Z2, y2) be the proper transform of
(Z1, y1) under h.
(1) Then h∗ is not an embedding.
(2) Let Vi be the subspace of TyiYi generated by CyiZi and dimV1  dimV2. Then the
closure of h∗(Cy1Z1) is a proper subvariety of Cy2Z2, i.e. dimh∗(Cy1Z1) < dimY2.
Proof. Let Yi be a closed subvariety of Cn with coordinates x1, . . . , xn so that yi is the
origin. Consider the homotety (x1, . . . , xn)→ (tx1, . . . , txn) where t ∈ C∗ and the image
of Yi in Cn  Cn × t under it. The closure of the union of these images is a subvariety Yˇi
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of Cn+1  Cn ×Ct such that for the natural projection τi : Yˇi → C to the t-axis, τ−1i (0) is
isomorphic to Cyi Yi and there is an isomorphism ϕi :Yi×C∗ → τ−1i (C∗) over C∗ (e.g., see
[D, Chapter 3.6.2]). Moreover, h generates a morphism hˇ : Yˇ1 → Yˇ2 such that τ1 = τ2 ◦ hˇ,
ϕ−12 ◦ hˇ ◦ ϕ1|Y1×t = h for nonzero t , and hˇ|τ−11 (0) = h∗. The closure Zˇi of ϕi(Zi ×C
∗) is
an irreducible analytic subvariety of Yˇi and Zˇi ∩ τ−1i (0) is isomorphic to CyiZi . By the
assumption for any fixed t ∈ C∗ the variety Ẑt1 := Zˇ1 ∩ hˇ−1(ϕ2(y2 × t)) = ϕ1(y1 × t), i.e.
Ẑt1 is at least of dimension 1 and the closure Ẑ1 of
⋃
t∈C∗ Ẑt1 is at least of dimension 2.
Hence, Ẑ 01 = Ẑ1 ∩ τ−11 (0) contains a curve. Let vi be the vertex of Cyi Yi . Note that
ϕi(yi × t) approaches vi as t → 0. Hence by continuity hˇ(Ẑ 01 ) = v2, and, therefore, h∗
is not an embedding.
As (Zi, yi) is an irreducible analytic branch of (Yi , yi), it follows easily from [M,
Chapter 5A] that CyiZi is irreducible. Hence if the closure of h∗(Cy1Z1) is not a proper
subvariety, it coincides with Cy2Z2 and, therefore, h∗(Cy1Z1) generates V2. This implies
that h∗(V1) = V2, whence h∗|V1 :V1 → V2 is an isomorphism as dimV1  dimV2. Thus
the restriction of h∗ to Cy1Z1 ⊂ V1 is an embedding contrary to (1). ✷
4.8. Lemma. Let (Y1, y1) → (Y2, y2) → ·· · → (Ys, ys) be a sequence of birational
morphisms of germs of algebraic varieties, gi1,i2 : (Yi1 , yi2)→ (Yi2 , yi2) be the composite
morphisms for i1 < i2, and g−1i,i+1(yi+1) ∩ Zi = yi for any irreducible analytic branch
(Zi, yi) of (Yi , yi). If n= dimY1 and s  dimTy1Y1 then dim(g1,s)(1)(Cy1Y1) n− 1.
Proof. Let Vi be the subspace of TyiYi generated by CyiZi where (Zi, yi) is the
proper transform of (Z1, y1) under g1,i , i.e., g(1)1,i (V1) ⊂ Vi . As s  dimTy1Y1 and
g1,i2 = gi1,i2 ◦ g1,i1 , there exist i1 < i2 such that dimVi1  dimVi2 . By Lemma 4.7,
dimg(1)i1,i2(Cyi1Y
1
i1
) < n. As g(1)1,i1(Cy1Y
1
1 )⊂ Cyi1Y 1i1 , we have the desired conclusion. ✷
4.9. Lemma. Let (Y, y) be an irreducible germ of an analytic set, σ : Y˜ → (Y, y) be its
blowing-up at y , and EY be the exceptional divisor. Then EY ∩ (Z˜, y˜) is a divisor in Y˜
where (Z˜, y˜) is any irreducible analytic branch of Y˜ at any point y˜ ∈EY .
Proof. Consider the union U of all irreducible germs (Z˜, y˜), y˜ ∈ EY of Y˜ that do not
contain an open subset of EY . If U = ∅ then U is a proper analytic subset of Y˜ of the
same dimension. Hence, if ν : Y˜ν → Y˜ is normalization then Y˜ν contains at least two
connected components: the proper transform U ′ of U and another component U ′′ such
that ν(U ′′)⊃ EY . There is a natural proper morphism from Y˜ν into the normalization Yν
of (Y, y). As (Y, y) is irreducible, the preimage yν of y in Yν is a point. But the preimage
of yν in Y˜ν is not connected (it has points in both U ′ and U ′′) in contradiction with the
Zariski Main Theorem. ✷
4.10. Lemma. Let 1  m  k and the assumption of Lemma 4.8 hold with n  2,
s = (2l)k−ml, and l > maxZ dimTZ where Z is the result of any sequence of r blowing-
ups of any (Yi , yi) at yi and infinitely near points with 1 i  s and 0 r  k − 1. Then
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dimg(k)1,s (J
k,m
y1 Y1) (k−m+ 1)(n− 1)+min(m− 1, k−m). In particular, putting m= 1
we get dimg(k)1,s (J
k
y1Y1) k(n− 1).
Proof. Let k = m. Then every j ∈ J k,kyi Yi is of form j = j0 ◦ h where j0 ∈ Cyi Yi and
h : C→C, t → tk . Hence g(k)i1,i2(j)= g
(1)
i1,i2
(j0) ◦ h. In this case the statement follows from
Lemma 4.8. In particular, the lemma is true for k = 1. We use now induction on k and inside
it induction on k −m. Let s0 = s/2 + 1. For i < s0 consider the subvariety S0i of J k,myi Yi
such that g(k)i,s0(S
0
i )⊂ J k,m+1ys0 Ys0 . By induction g
(k)
1,s (S
0
1 )⊂ g(k)s0,s(J k,m+1ys0 Ys0) is of dimension
at most (k−m)(n− 1)+min(m, k−m− 1). Thus (since n > 1) it suffices to consider jets
from S1 where Si = J k,myi Yi \S0i . Let Y˜i be the blowing-up of Yi at yi . Its exceptional divisor
Ei is naturally isomorphic to the base of the cone CyiYi and gi1,i2 generates a birational
map hi1,i2 : Y˜i1 → Y˜i2 . Deleting the indeterminacy points (i.e. replacing Ei by its Zariski
open subset E∗i ) we can suppose that hi1,i2 is regular on Y˜ ∗i1 = (Y˜i1 \Ei1)∪E∗i1 for i2  s0.
As for every j ∈ Si1 the multiplicity of gi1,i2(j) is m, by Lemma 4.6, θk,m,0Yi1 (Si1)⊂E
∗
i1
. Put
ei1,i2 = hli1,li2 . By Lemma 4.8 for every (2l)k−m > i  0, the dimension of g(1)li,li+l (Cyli Yli )
is at most n− 1, whence dimei,i+1(E∗li ) n− 2, i.e. E∗li is exceptional for ei,i+1. Putting
Xi = Y˜ ∗li we get a sequence of birational morphisms X1 → X2 → ·· · → Xs1 where
s1 = (2l)k−m−1l. By Lemma 4.9 for every xi1 ∈E∗li1 and every irreducible analytic branch
(Z1i1, xi1) of (Xi1, xi1), the variety Zi1 ∩E∗li1 is a divisor of Xi1 . As for i1 < i2 this divisor
is exceptional for ei1,i2 , we have e
−1
i1,i2
(xi2) ∩ Zi1 = xi1 for xi2 = ei1,i2(xi1). Thus the new
sequence of birational morphisms satisfies the assumption of this lemma. By induction
dim e(k−m)1,s1 (J
k−m
x1 X1) (k −m)(n− 1). For s′ = ls1 Lemma 4.6 implies that
θ
k,m,k−m
Ys′ ◦ g
(k)
1,s ′(S1)⊂
⋃
y˜1∈E∗1
h
(k−m)
1,s ′
(
J k−m
y˜1
Y˜1
)⊂ ⋃
x1∈h1,l (E∗1 )
e
(k−m)
1,s1
(
J k−mx1 Z1
)
.
As dimh1,l(E∗1 ) n−2, we have dim θk,m,k−mYs′ ◦g
(k)
1,s ′(S1) (k−m+1)(n−1)−1. Taking
into consideration the remark about the dimension of θk,m,k−mn -fibers in Section 4.4, we
get the desired conclusion. ✷
5. The proof of Theorems B and A
5.1. By Lemma 2.1 we can suppose that X and Y are normal in Theorem B. In the
case when n = dimY = 1, the result follows from the fact that a bijective morphism
of smooth curves is an isomorphism. For n > 1 in Theorem B(i) suppose that f is an
automorphism and g is not. By Corollary 2.4 there exists an exceptional divisor D for g.
Assume x be a general point in ρ−1(D) = ∅. Hence, xs = f s(x) is also a general point in
ρ−1(D). Let ψ :Y →Cn be a dominant morphism. As f s is an automorphism, dim(ψ ◦ρ ◦
f s)(k)(J kx X)= (ψ ◦ρ)(k)(J kxsX)= (ψ ◦ρ)(k)(J kx X) as both x and xs are general points. By
Proposition 3.2 there exists n0 such that for any k we have dim(ψ ◦ρ)(k)(J kx X) kn−n0.
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On the other hand, Y is locally analytically irreducible since it is normal. By Lemma 4.10
dim(ψ ◦gs ◦ρ)(k)(J kx X) k(n−1) for sufficiently large s. As ψ ◦ρ ◦f s =ψ ◦gs ◦ρ, we
get a contradiction; whence ρ−1(D) is empty. The proof of Theorem B(ii) is similar. ✷
5.2. Theorem B yields Theorem A in the case of k = C. In the general case consider
the algebraic closure k¯ of k. Recall that k¯ is a faithfully flat k-module; whence an
endomorphism ϕ :T → T of a k-algebra T is an automorphism iff so is the endomorphism
ϕ⊗k Idk¯ :T ⊗k k¯→ T ⊗k k¯. Thus we can replace the rings S and R in Theorem A by S⊗k k¯
and R⊗k k¯, respectively. That is, we can suppose from the beginning that k is algebraically
closed. We consider case (i) only since the other case is similar. It is equivalent to the
analogue of Theorem B(i) in which X and Y are already affine algebraic varieties over k.
Lemmas 2.1 and 2.2 hold for every algebraically closed field; whence we can suppose
that Y is normal and g is birational. Hence if we assume that g is not an automorphism
then a coordinate function of g−1 has a pole at a point y0 ∈ Y . Let k′ be the subfield of
k generated by a finite number of elements which include the coordinates of y0 in the
ambient Euclidean space, the coefficients of coordinate functions of ρ,g,f and f−1 (as
polynomials over k), and the coefficients of generators of the defining ideals of X and Y .
Consider our varieties and morphisms over k′ instead of k and denote the corresponding
objects by X′, Y ′, f ′, g′, and ρ′. Note that g′ is not an automorphism as y0 ∈ Y ′. But
k′ can be embedded as a subfield in C by the “Lefschetz principle” [W, p. 306]. Hence
Theorem B(i) implies that the coordinate functions of (g′)−1 cannot have a pole at y0.
Contradiction. ✷
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